
Date: _____/_____/_____ Send to: Fax: (724) 695-2922

orders@clarkehealthcare.com

7830 Steubenville Pike, Oakdale PA 15071   Mark For: 

Toll Free: (888) 347-4537

www.clarkehealthcare.com          PO #

    Bill to:

Name

Address Address

City State Zipcode City State Zipcode

Part # Qty

DST8000P $16,398.00

DST8000 $12,608.00

DCSRC1000 $3,024.00

DFS1000 $1,154.00

DLHR1000 $1,999.00

DLHR1010 $2,501.00

DLHR1020 $3,014.00

DWAH1000 $1,989.00

DWAH1010 $2,717.00

DST8000TS $51,245.00

DST8000TPRO $23,574.00

DST8000TXL $24,087.00

DST8000T $21,217.00

DWAHXL1000L $2,045.00

DWAHXL1000R $2,045.00

DFS1000T $1,154.00

DST8000M $9,123.00

INSTALL $850.00

Lift Gate $70.00

Residential Delivery $35.00

Inside Delivery  $35.00

Appointment $35.00

Ship to:

Postal/Zip Code for delvery location:                                                     Hours available for delivery:

Width Adjustable Handrail Left, each, width and height adjustable, fit all Triple 

Width Adjustable Handrail Right, each, width and height adjustable, fit all Triple 

Additional freight options below are determined by delivery location, indicate all appropriate charges

Fixed stair,  replaces ramp on stair side, fits DST Triple models except XL

Merchandise Subtotal

Assistance with delivery, installation and training

Order Summary and Shipping Information. This is a freight delivery, a shipping quote will be generated 

Phone number for contact: 

Total Freight including handling charges and options indicated above will be shown on quote.  

If Delivery appointment is required, list contact and phone below

Inside delivery, driver will put package inside dock or man-door

Residental charge is required for non-commerical delivery addresses

Lift gate is required if there is no loading dock at delivery address

DST TRIPLE, PRO, XL, SENSE

Width adjustable handrails, pair, both height adjustable

Dynamic Stair Trainer Triple, electronically elevating stairs & incline, 9' long, hght adj 

handrails

Mini DST Rehab Center, special order call for lead time

Mini DST Rehab Center, single elevating step or seat for sit-to-stand

Dynamic Stair Trainer Order Form 2023

Name

Name of contact for delivery appointment:

Convertible stair ramp w/curb, ramp/steps/level platform

Dynamic Stair Trainer, electronically elevating stairs w/ height adjustable handrails

Dynamic Stair Trainer Pro, electronically elevating stairs, hgt adj handrails, & 

DST and DST Pro Models

Width adjustable handrail, each, width adjustable by 4.7"

XL 9' handrails, pair, both rails width and height adjustable

XL 9' handrails, pr, one side width adj, both rails height adj. use as parallel bars

XL 9' handrails, pr, height adjustable use as parallel bars

Fixed Stair, replaces ramp at front of DST

Dynamic Stair Trainer Triple Pro, electronically elevating stairs and incline, 9' 

long,hght adj. handrails, and computer 

Dynamic Stair Trainer Triple XL.electronically elevating stairs and incline and hgt adj 

parallel bars, and computer. Wide platform, steps and incline. 

Dynamic Stair Trainer Triple Sense.electronically elevating stairs and incline and hgt 

adj parallel bars, and computer. Surface has sensory input for gait analysis, steps and 

incline. 

3/30/2023 Clarke Health Care Products  888-347-4537 orders@clarkehealthcare.com


